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Key features
• Covers the whole of the Klopp era, from his arrival up until
the crowning of Liverpool as the Kings of Europe
• Full of drama, grips the reader with emotional accounts of
incredible footballing moments
• Takes in all the key moments off the pitch, including
supporter stories and sad farewells to former heroes
• First-hand accounts from a variety of perspectives – fans,
former players and journalists
• A street-level view of the greatest sporting homecoming in
Merseyside football history
• Colour photo section to tie in with the text
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites and magazines

Description
We Conquered All of Europe: Red Odyssey II charts the re-emergence of Liverpool FC as one of the most feared and respected teams
in European football. In 2015, Jurgen Klopp arrived at Anfield and set about rebuilding a sporting empire. In order to succeed he
would need to transform its legions of fans from doubters into believers – and, in the process, would take them on the greatest of
sporting odysseys. Jeff Goulding chronicles the whole journey through the eyes of the people who lived it, the supporters. Also
included are key insights from former players, as well as eyewitness accounts of some of the most incredible moments of the Klopp
era. Relive the humbling of Barcelona’s Messi and Suarez. Absorb the electric atmosphere on the Kop as the Reds pulled off the
seemingly impossible, and journey with the fans as they conquered all of Europe. Red Odyssey II takes the reader through it all – the
highs and the lows – and describes how Klopp awakened one of football’s sleeping giants.
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